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Cholesky decomposition of the atomic two-electron integral matrix has recently been proposed as a
procedure for automated generation of auxiliary basis sets for the density fitting approximation
�F. Aquilante et al., J. Chem. Phys. 127, 114107 �2007��. In order to increase computational
performance while maintaining accuracy, we propose here to reduce the number of primitive
Gaussian functions of the contracted auxiliary basis functions by means of a second
Cholesky decomposition. Test calculations show that this procedure is most beneficial in
conjunction with highly contracted atomic orbital basis sets such as atomic natural orbitals, and that
the error resulting from the second decomposition is negligible. We also demonstrate theoretically
as well as computationally that the locality of the fitting coefficients can be controlled by
means of the decomposition threshold even with the long-ranged Coulomb metric. Cholesky
decomposition-based auxiliary basis sets are thus ideally suited for local density fitting
approximations. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3116784�

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in the
use of ab initio and density functional theory �DFT� methods
for the study of large molecules. Aided by increasing com-
puter power, accurate electronic structure calculations can
now be performed to study nanoscale molecular structures.
General techniques to overcome the various bottlenecks in
DFT calculations have been developed such as the fast mul-
tipole method,1,2 fast quadratures,3 and linear scaling self-
consistent field optimizers.4–6 Most of these results, together
with the exploitation of the nearsightedness of the exact
exchange,7,8 have also made possible a linear scaling formu-
lation of Hartree–Fock �HF� theory, the cornerstone of any
single-reference correlation treatment. Finally, the advent of
local correlation methods9,10 and the atomic orbital �AO� re-
formulation of Møller–Plesset �MP� and coupled-cluster
theories11 have virtually completed this array of develop-
ments toward linear scaling implementations of the full arse-
nal of quantum chemistry.

A fundamental problem shared by all these techniques is
that their efficiency is downgraded when atomic basis sets of
higher quality are used. In such cases, the density fitting
�DF� approximation for the electron repulsion integrals
�ERIs� offers a reduction in the computational cost. The DF
approximation was introduced in 1973 by Whitten12 and
Baerends et al.13 The technique was investigated by Feyere-
isen and co-workers14,15 in a number of papers where they

used the name “resolution of identity” �RI� approximation.
�We will exclusively use the term DF.� In the past decade, the
impact of the DF approximation has grown in quantum
chemistry. Next to the fast DF algorithms for evaluating the
Coulomb Fock matrix,16–19 screening techniques designed
specifically for DF approximations allow asymptotic linear
scaling evaluation of the exact exchange matrix20–22 for HF
and hybrid DFT. In addition, the use of DF approximations
in correlated calculations has turned out to be extremely ad-
vantageous over conventional implementations.23–25 The suc-
cess of the DF techniques is partly due to the development of
analytic gradients26,27 and Hessians,28,29 which have paved
the way to geometry optimizations and vibrational frequency
calculations for molecules with hundreds of atoms.

Some limitations of the DF approximation arise from the
fact that until now the paradigm for designing the auxiliary
basis sets has been that of preoptimization through data fit-
ting. This approach has produced a number of auxiliary basis
sets16,26,30,31 designed to reproduce only subsets of the ERIs
with sufficient accuracy, i.e., they are biased toward specific
electronic structure methods. There are some shortcomings
in adopting this standard DF paradigm: �1� it is impractical
to design auxiliary basis sets for all atomic basis sets in use;
in particular, the present authors are not aware of standard
auxiliary basis sets to perform all-electron calculations on
heavy elements, or to be used in connection with atomic
natural orbital �ANO� type basis sets,32 �2� different auxiliary
basis sets have to be used for nonhybrid DFT, HF and hybrid
DFT, and correlated calculations, and �3� there is no easy
way to improve the accuracy of an auxiliary basis set except,
of course, to generate a new set from scratch.

It is interesting to note that in the early days of DF,14,15
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focus was on fitting the AO ERIs instead of individual en-
ergy contributions in a quantum chemical calculation. It was
therefore natural to start from the AO product densities in
order to define auxiliary basis sets. Although this concept
was basically lost in the subsequent years, Ten-no and Iwa-
ta’s RI with linear combination of atomic electron distribu-
tions method33,34 contributed to a revived interest in finding
more generic designs of auxiliary basis sets.35 With this spirit
and with the additional aim at rectifying the drawbacks of
the standard auxiliary basis sets, three of the present authors
proposed63 to merge the DF approximation with the
Cholesky decomposition �CD� approximation of Beebe and
Linderberg.36 The latter had been around for about 30 years
as the forgotten twin brother of the DF method. Although CD
presented some advantages over the DF approximation, strict
error control in particular, it did not become popular.37–39

The reasons for this include computational cost, lack of a
general implementation, and the lack of an analytic deriva-
tive formulation. Since its first general implementation by
Koch et al.,40 the CD approximation has been used for effi-
cient ab initio calculations,41–61 and the first analytic deriva-
tive formulation is now available.62 The key ingredient for
the latter was to demonstrate that the CD approximation is a
particular type of DF in which the auxiliary basis set is gen-
erated from the set of AO product densities. A pivotal differ-
ence between standard CD and DF approximations is the fact
that the former contains, in general, bicentric auxiliary func-
tions in addition to atom-centered ones. This characteristic is
the reason behind the full error control of the approximation,
but it has some drawbacks from the point of view of com-
putational cost, as well as in terms of analytic formulation of
geometric derivatives.62 Various one-center forms of the
standard CD approximation have therefore been
introduced,62,63 which retain essentially all of the error con-
trol property of the standard CD but considerably reduce the
associated computational cost.56

In the present work, we will focus on the one-center CD
approximation known as atomic Cholesky decomposition
�aCD� for generating auxiliary basis sets from the AO basis
set.63 We will define a new family of aCD auxiliary basis sets
expressed in terms of a much smaller number of primitive
Gaussian basis functions. The accuracy of this new hierarchy
of atomic compact CD �acCD� auxiliary basis sets is shown
to be as good as that of the parent aCDs. We will also dem-
onstrate that the aCD and acCD auxiliary basis sets introduce
an inherent locality in the fitting coefficients even when a
long-ranged metric, such as the Coulomb metric, is used.
This property, which is not shared by existing standard aux-
iliary basis sets, opens new opportunities for faster and
reduced-scaling DF-based algorithms in quantum chemistry.

II. THEORY

A. The DF approach

The DF approach aims at approximating the AO product
densities with a linear expansion on a set of auxiliary basis
functions �K= �K�: ����= ������KC��

K �K. The expansion

coefficients are determined by minimizing the “distance”
�in Hilbert space� between the fitted and the actual product
densities

��� = 	���� − �
K

C��
K �K�ĝ����� − �

K

C��
K �K
 , �1�

where ĝ defines a given positive definite metric. Minimiza-
tion of this function leads to the set of linear equations

�
I

GIKC��
I = h��

K , �2�

where h��
K = ��� �K�g, GIK= �I �K�g, and �· � · �g= �·�ĝ�·�. We

now restrict the discussion to the case of the Coulomb metric
ĝ=r12

−1, as this is the most accurate choice for computing
electronic properties.15,64 The value of the function corre-
sponding to the solution of Eq. �2� is given by

���
min = ������� − �

IK

C��
I �I�K�C��

K . �3�

Thus, ���
min measures the error in representing the diagonal

element of the ERI matrix.
Equation �3� shows that in general an externally defined

auxiliary basis set does not lead to the global minimum for
the DF variational condition, Eq. �1�. As ��� is nonnegative,
the global minimum is zero and is reached only when the
auxiliary basis set spans the same space as the product den-
sities ����. The ERI matrix is then represented exactly by
the DF approach.

B. Ab initio generation of DF auxiliary basis sets

1. Atomic CD auxiliary basis sets

Standard auxiliary basis sets are chosen to be Gaussian
functions centered on the nuclei. The number of auxiliary
basis functions thus scales linearly with system size and the
computed electronic energy is a continuous function of the
nuclear positions. Auxiliary basis sets have been optimized
to accurately fit some specific quantities �e.g., Coulomb en-
ergy, MP2 correlation energy correction, etc.� for a range of
AO basis sets by minimization of the energy errors in a se-
ries of atomic calculations.16,20,31,65 As the optimization is
performed without any direct constraint regarding the repre-
sentation of the integral diagonals as measured by Eq. �3�,
the resulting auxiliary basis sets cannot provide a uniform
DF approximation to the ERI matrix.

On the other hand, if we consider an isolated atom, the
CD of its ERI matrix36 provides an upper bound for the value
of ���

min, Eq. �3�,

���
min = ������� − �

J

�L��
J �2 � � , �4�

where L��
J are the Cholesky vectors and � is the decomposi-

tion threshold. Very recently63 three of the present authors
have shown that the CD is equivalent to a particular type of
DF approximation to the ERIs in which the auxiliary basis
set is selected from the full set of AO product densities. By
using the auxiliary basis set defined through each aCD for a
DF approximation to the molecular ERI matrix, one achieves
strict error control on the one-center and two-center
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“Coulomb” ERIs, namely, the integrals of the types �AA �AA�
and �AA �BB�, respectively. This can be understood by con-
sidering the fact that the DF approximation is an inner pro-
jection and therefore the following Cauchy–Schwarz in-
equality holds

����,��� = �������� − �
IK

C��
I �I�K�C��

K � � ���
1/2���

1/2. �5�

�Henceforth, we drop the superscript min.� From Eqs. �4�
and �5�, we can see that the errors in the DF approximation
to the ERIs of the types �AA �AA� and �AA �BB� are bound by
the aCD threshold �, whereas those of the type �AB � ��� may
be affected by larger errors. Nonetheless, the robustness of
the aCD-based DF approximation has been already
established.63 As the quality of the aCD auxiliary basis set is
controlled by the aCD threshold, this approach defines a hi-
erarchy of auxiliary basis sets for accurate DF approxima-
tions. Moreover, for a given decomposition threshold, the
number of auxiliary functions grows linearly with the num-
ber of AO basis functions as a consequence of the linear
dependence arising in the AO product space. From a practi-
cal point of view, the aCD auxiliary basis sets need not be
stored in one of the usual basis set library formats, as they
are constructed on the fly and, consequently, may be applied
in conjunction with any atom and AO basis set. Finally, as
they are derived ab initio by ensuring upper bounds on the
DF error function of Eq. �3�, the unbiased nature of the re-
sulting DF approximation is guaranteed.56,63

The raw aCD auxiliary basis set does not have the struc-
ture of complete shells and the final auxiliary basis set is
generated by adding auxiliary functions to get a complete
shell structure. This gives rise to a somewhat larger auxiliary
basis set as compared to, e.g., the so-called 1C-CD approxi-
mation using the same decomposition threshold.63 However,
the aCD auxiliary basis set is then spherically balanced.

2. Atomic compact CD auxiliary basis sets

By construction, the aCD auxiliary basis sets can contain
all possible pairs of primitives, and it is indeed the case that
even with a relatively high decomposition threshold the
number of primitives can often be exceedingly large. Here
we will show that it is possible to apply the same type of
reasoning used to define the aCD auxiliary basis sets in order
to reduce the size of the primitive basis required to expand a
given aCD auxiliary basis set. This is achieved in two steps.
The first step involves an elimination of redundant exponent
pairs in an “angular free” CD. The matrix to decompose is
given by

T	
,�� = �
ijkl

���	i�
j���k��l�� , �6�

where � are primitive Gaussians with 	, 
, �, and � as the
exponent indices and i, j, k, and l as angular indices. The
summation over angular index is restricted to those of the
raw aCD basis set. The surviving exponent pairs after the CD

of T are stored as individual single exponents 	
˜. These
exponents form the primitive set from which the contracted
acCD auxiliary basis set is derived. The second step involves

the derivation of the contraction coefficients of these nonre-
dundant exponents c�,��˜ to fit in a Coulombic metric to the
original contracted integrals as computed from the primitive
integrals of the set of redundant exponent pairs. That is, the
coefficients are derived from the expression

T	
˜,� = �
��˜

c�,��˜T	
˜,��˜. �7�

Figure 1 gives an idea of the degree of reduction in the size
of the primitive basis for these acCD auxiliary basis sets
compared to the corresponding aCD ones. We notice how the
selection of the reduced primitive basis set acts in the sense
of replacing the large number of “near degenerate” expo-
nents in the crowded regions with one or few effective ex-
ponents. On the other hand, the progressions of exponents
for aCD and acCD span the same range, as one would re-
quire. We shall demonstrate in what follows that despite the
significant reduction in the size of the primitive basis, the
acCD auxiliary basis sets exhibit virtually the same accuracy
as the corresponding aCD ones.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The acCD basis sets defined above constitute a hierarchy
of auxiliary basis sets for DF approximations in exactly the
same way as the original aCD. It is clear that the acCD and
aCD sets must show the same accuracy as the threshold for
the CD of the T matrix of Eq. �6� approaches zero. In all
examples discussed here, we have set the threshold for the
CD of the T matrix to be one order of magnitude tighter than
the corresponding aCD threshold. We will then document the
accuracy of the acCD auxiliary basis sets only for relatively
loose decomposition thresholds by comparison with the aCD
results and in some cases with conventional integral calcula-
tions. A more thorough investigation of accuracy can be
found in Ref. 66. The remaining part of this section will
focus on computational efficiency, and in particular on ana-
lyzing an interesting locality of DF approximations based on
various CD formulations.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Tc atom: Progression of the primitive set in �a�
ANO-RCC s-shell and corresponding �b� aCD-4 and �c� acCD-4 basis sets.
The decimal logarithm of the Gaussian exponent is reported on the horizon-
tal axes.
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All calculations are performed with a development ver-
sion of the MOLCAS quantum chemistry software.67,68 To ex-
pedite the evaluation of the exchange Fock matrix, we em-
ploy the local-K �LK� screening69 with localized Cholesky
molecular orbitals.70

A. Accuracy

The aCD basis sets analyzed in the present work have
previously56,63 been associated with the acronym aCD-n�,
where n is related to the atomic CD threshold as �=10−n. In
the present work, however, we will use the unstarred nota-
tion, which in previous papers56,63 signified removal of the
highest angular momentum auxiliary functions �i.e., we keep
the highest angular momentum functions in this work�. In
Refs. 56 and 63 we assessed the accuracy of the aCD-based
DF approximation. Here we will briefly focus on the accu-
racy of the acCD basis sets. A thorough benchmarking of all
the CD-based ab initio DF approximations can be found in
Ref. 66.

We have summarized in Tables I and II a set of results on
the accuracy of acCD-4. As explained before, there is no
need to investigate the accuracy of these auxiliary basis sets
for tighter decomposition thresholds. The choice �=10−4 im-
plies an accuracy comparable to standard auxiliary basis
sets.63,66 The test systems are primarily polymers of
3-butylthiophene �see Fig. 2�, which are of interest as donors
in organic tandem solar cells.71 In addition, we have also
verified the accuracy of the acCD-4 auxiliary basis set on
systems containing transition metal atoms �the dinuclear dia-
zene �DDA� compound in Ref. 72� and heavy elements �the
ditechnetium tetrachloride trimethylphosphine compound
synthetized by Sattelberger.73

Table I shows that the error in the computed B3LYP
energy introduced by the DF approximation that uses
acCD-4 is typically on the order of 10−4. There is a scaling of
the error with the size �number of electrons� of the system
but it is not severe: in going from 1 to 4 units of
3-butylthiophenes, the absolute deviation in total energy in-
creases only by about a factor of 2. The only odd result in

TABLE I. Accuracy of the acCD-4 B3LYP energy �in units of CD threshold �=10−4Eh� with respect to
conventional and aCD-4 reference values. Nb is the number of AO basis functions, Mc is the number of
contracted auxiliary basis functions, �max is the largest error in the diagonal integrals, and �% is the percentage
of the number of primitive auxiliary functions in acCD-4 compared to aCD-4.

Basis set Moleculea Nb Mc �EacCD-4−Econv� /� �EacCD-4−EaCD-4� /� �max /� �%

ANO-VDZP �3-btph�1 190 917 �0.510 �0.077 2.14 35.6
�3-btph�2 370 1804 �0.964 �0.157 2.12 35.4
�3-btph�3 550 2691 �1.025 �0.217 1.95 35.3
�3-btph�4 730 3578 �1.136 �0.293 2.01 35.3
�3-btph�8 1450 7126 �0.561 2.08 35.3
�3-btph�10 1810 8900 �0.637 2.05 35.3

DDA 896 4762 18.449 �0.341 2.33 32.3
DTTC 464 1858 �18.356 0.616 1.03 27.7
DTTCb 356 1426 �294.371 0.618 2.29 23.6

ANO-VTZP �3-btph�1 442 3329 0.033 0.008 1.25 41.2
�3-btph�2 856 6512 1.060 0.022 1.11 41.0
�3-btph�3 1270 9695 0.052 1.20 41.0

a3-btph=3-butylthiophene, DDA=dinuclear diazene iron complex, DTTC=Tc2Cl4�PMe�3.
bPolarization �p-functions� removed from ANO-VDZP basis set on all hydrogen atoms.

TABLE II. Accuracy of the acCD-4 HF and MP2 energy �in units of 10−4Eh� with respect to conventional
integral-direct and aCD-4 reference values. Values in parenthesis represent the MP2 energy deviation. Nb is the
number of AO basis functions, Mc the number of contracted auxiliary basis functions, �max is the largest error
in the diagonal integrals, and �% is the percentage of the number of primitive auxiliary functions in acCD-4
compared to aCD-4.

Basis set Moleculea Nb Mc �EacCD-4−Econv� /� �EacCD-4−EaCD-4� /� �max /� �%

SVP �3-btph�1 190 864 2.7 �3.3� �0.13 ��0.13� 8.41 81.8
�3-btph�2 370 1698 8.9 �9.6� �0.21 ��0.21� 8.52 81.7
�3-btph�3 550 2532 16.5 �17.6� �0.33 ��0.32� 7.93 81.7
�3-btph�4 730 3366 26.8 �29.2� �0.43 ��0.42� 8.09 81.7
�3-btph�5 910 4200 39.8 �42.7� �0.58 ��0.57� 8.17 81.7

cc-pVDZ �3-btph�1 190 768 �2.5 ��2.9� �0.41 ��0.41� 7.86 58.5
�3-btph�2 370 1508 �7.5 ��7.9� �0.79 ��0.78� 8.14 58.2
�3-btph�3 550 2248 �15.3 ��16.1� �1.09 ��1.07� 8.02 58.2

ANO-VDZP �3-btph�1 190 917 1.1 �1.5� �0.008 �0.02� 2.14 35.6
�3-btph�2 370 1804 2.3 �2.7� �0.008 �0.05� 2.12 35.4
�3-btph�3 550 2691 3.4 �4.0� �0.009 �0.08� 1.95 35.3

a3-btph=3-butylthiophene.
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Table I is observed for the energy of the ditechnetium com-
pound computed by replacing the ANO-VDZP basis set on
hydrogen atoms with the ANO-VDZ basis set: the inaccu-
racy of the DF approximation is an order of magnitude larger
than for the full ANO-VDZP calculation. The ANO-VDZ
basis set for hydrogen contains only �two� s-functions, thus it
lacks the single polarization p-function of ANO-VDZP. The
acCD and aCD auxiliary basis sets for hydrogen ANO-VDZ
basis set are therefore composed of only s-functions. This is
the source of the manifested inaccuracy in total energies
whenever using auxiliary basis sets generated from AO basis
sets containing only s-functions. We do not currently know if
this is a real problem in computing energy differences, and
we simply suggest to avoid using AO basis sets of this type.
We also note in passing that standard auxiliary basis sets
circumvent this problem by using a somewhat larger �polar-
ized� set of auxiliary functions for, e.g., double-� AO basis
sets on hydrogen atoms.

More important for the purpose of the present work is
the fact that the error introduced by the acCD approximation
with respect to the corresponding aCD is negligible, typically
an order of magnitude smaller than the intrinsic error of the
parent aCD set. The acCD error becomes smaller when we
use a basis set of higher quality, e.g., in going from ANO-
VDZP to ANO-VTZP, and similarly the accuracy of the DF
approximation is generally improved. The reduction in the
number of primitive auxiliary functions depends on the na-
ture of the AO basis sets: the largest gain is obtained for
generally contracted basis sets such as the ANOs, whereas
segmented basis sets exhibit less linear dependence in the
primitive product basis. A small increase in the number of
primitives for the acCD basis sets is observed in going from
double to triple-zeta quality AO basis sets. Finally, the unbi-
ased nature of the aCD and acCD auxiliary basis sets is dem-

onstrated by the fact that the accuracy of the DF approxima-
tion is nearly constant across different methods, as shown in
Table II, for the errors in HF and MP2 energies. The errors
for the B3LYP calculations in Table I are smaller than those
corresponding to HF and MP2 with basis sets of similar de-
gree of polarization and reported in Table II. This difference
is not attributable to any bias toward DFT but is peculiar to
the ANOs, as these are by construction AO basis sets of
higher quality than segmented basis sets with same degree of
polarization. The intrinsic high quality of ANOs is then re-
flected in the corresponding CD-based auxiliary basis sets,
giving rise to a higher accuracy of the DF approximation.
With the same ANO-VDZP basis set, in fact, we have basi-
cally the same accuracy for B3LYP in Table I and for HF and
MP2 in Table II; thus the auxiliary basis set produces an
unbiased DF approximation to the ERIs.

Before leaving this section on accuracy, we would like to
point out a natural way to achieve an increased level of error
control in the acCD-based DF approximations to the ERIs.
As mentioned, Eq. �5� contains both the key to the accuracy
of the acCD and aCD and also the reason for the limited
control of the error in the DF approximation. The latter con-
sists of the lack of strict error control of the two-center di-
agonal ERIs when employing only one-center atomic auxil-
iary basis functions: �max, the largest error in the diagonal
integrals, is therefore not reduced significantly by lowering
the aCD threshold.63 We can easily be convinced that the
best auxiliary basis set for a DF approximation of the two-
center product densities can be derived by CD of the “ex-
change” integral matrix �AB �AB� for each interacting atom
pair AB �i.e., with overlapping AOs�. This approach would
allow for full error control in the ERI representation, as
achieved by standard full CD, but at a much more competi-
tive cost. Although very appealing for energy calculations,
introducing a geometry dependence in the auxiliary basis set
is a source of difficulties for derivative calculations. We in-
tend to report soon on our work in seeking for general solu-
tions to further improve the robustness and applicability of
this type of ab initio DF approximations.

B. Efficiency

We start by the obvious statement that a lower number of
primitive functions in the acCDs compared to aCDs implies
that the computational cost of evaluating the two- and three-
center integrals needed to set up the DF equations is reduced.
All subsequent steps are completely unaffected by the differ-
ence in the size of the primitive basis. Consequently, there is
no guarantee that significant speedups will be observed for
the overall calculation. As an example, we report in Table III
the timings for computing the DF vectors �see Ref. 56 for the
definition� for the DDA compound in Ref. 72. The reduction
in timings for the acCD is significant only for the calculation
performed with the ANO-VDZP basis set. In this case the
acCD basis set requires only about 30% of the aCD primitive
basis but shows no loss in accuracy, as measured by the
largest error in the diagonal integrals �max. It should also be
noted that the speedup of any of the DF-based calculations
compared to conventional integral-direct algorithms is sub-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematic representation of the structure of 10-unit
3-butylthiophene polymer.
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stantial; as an example, for the B3LYP/ANO-VTZP calcula-
tions in Table I, we register a wall clock time speedup of
nearly a factor of 22 already for the single unit of
3-butylthiophene.

These aspects of the efficiency introduced by the acCD
auxiliary basis sets compared to aCD will not be investigated
further here. Instead, we focus on an important advantage of
acCD and aCD over standard auxiliary basis sets: the fitting
coefficients show an inherent locality, which can be con-
trolled by the decomposition threshold, even with the Cou-
lomb metric. The use of the Coulomb metric in DF approxi-
mations is the choice of reference, as it is unanimously
recognized as the most accurate one.14,15 However, this
choice introduces a slow decay behavior of the fitting coef-
ficients C of Eq. �2�. Jung et al.64 demonstrated that the
coefficients fall off as the inverse distance between the aux-
iliary function and the fitted on-site product density when the
Coulomb metric is employed. Using a simple model system,
Jung et al.64 explained this behavior by contaminants in the
fitting coefficients arising from the incompleteness of the
on-site auxiliary basis set, i.e., off-site auxiliary basis func-
tions are needed to produce an accurate fit. This would dis-
courage any attempt to use screening of the fitting coefficient
to reduce the cost of the linear algebra involving these quan-
tities and leads to divergences when trying to extend the DF
approximation to systems with periodic boundary conditions
�bulk material�. The solution proposed by Jung et al.64 is to
introduce the attenuated Coulomb metric for the fitting in
order to maintain the accuracy of the Coulomb metric at
short distances, while allowing for a fast decay of the fitting
coefficients. The long-ranged behavior of the fitting coeffi-
cients is also the source of another limitation of present DF
approximations, namely, the so-called “extensivity errors”
arising in DF-based explicitly correlated theories, at least
when slowly decaying correlation factors are used.74 Last but
not least, the presence of contaminants gives rise to nonva-
nishing geometrical derivatives for one-center integrals, an
unphysical characteristic of DF approximations which has
not been analyzed yet but which could have interesting im-
plications.

With this state of affairs, it is certainly of interest to
discover that by employing CD-based auxiliary basis sets
instead of externally defined ones, these problems are signifi-
cantly reduced. To clarify the matter, we need to specify that
the fitting coefficients of interest here are those of the on-site
type C�A�A

K , i.e., those corresponding to one-center product
densities. If computed employing a short-ranged metric such

as the overlap metric, these matrices will have non-negligible
elements only for auxiliary basis functions K centered on A
and atoms in the proximity of A. This is not the case when
working in the Coulomb metric, as the matrices tend to be
rather dense even for relatively large systems. In the supple-
mentary material,75 we report a pictorial analysis of the lo-
cality of the fitting coefficients for different auxiliary basis
sets. In particular, we observe that by increasing the accuracy
of the acCD, i.e., lowering the decomposition threshold, we
gain a substantial degree of locality.

Before going into the details of the mathematical justifi-
cation of this result, it is instructive to look at the physical
reason behind it. Standard auxiliary basis sets have been op-
timized by fixing the number of functions and trying to re-
produce some specific energies in atomic calculations. There
is therefore no guarantee that such basis set is sufficiently
accurate to also represent locally �on each atom� the various
product densities. The DF procedure recognizes such defi-
ciencies of the auxiliary basis set and compensates them
through the metric, i.e., through very delocalized fitting co-
efficients. The acCD, as well as any other type of CD-based
auxiliary basis set, does not have such strong need to borrow
extra functions from neighboring and distant atoms. These
ab initio auxiliary basis sets are constructed to be sufficient
for describing the AO product densities on each atom, and
they approach completeness by means of lowering the CD
threshold. We should also stress another point. As the ulti-
mate source of the long-ranged behavior of the fitting coef-
ficients is the Coulomb metric, we cannot completely change
this decay behavior by simply changing the nature of the
auxiliary basis set, but it is also clear that the effects of these
tails can be reduced to a level where they are practically
negligible.

We now attempt a more rigorous proof of the behavior
observed for the fitting coefficients of CD-based auxiliary
basis sets. Let us consider the effect on the fitting of the
product densities of atom A in the presence of auxiliary func-
tions on atom B. We use the notation �CAA

a ,CAA
b � to distin-

guish the component along the intrinsic auxiliary functions
�CAA

a � from the contaminants �CAA
b �, where the lower case

letters indicate auxiliary basis functions centered on the cor-
responding atom. The DF equations in this case read

�CAA
a CAA

b �	Gaa Gab

Gba Gbb

 = �hAA

a hAA
b � , �8�

which may be solved to give

TABLE III. DDA iron complex. Timings for the evaluation of the DF vectors �see Ref. 56 for definitions� with
different AO and corresponding auxiliary basis sets. �BS1 indicates ANO-VDZP on all atoms and BS2 indicates
cc-pVTZ on Fe, S, and N and cc-pVDZ on C and H.� The last column reports the largest error in the diagonal
integrals. Nb is the number of AO basis functions; Mc and Mp are the numbers of contracted and primitive
auxiliary basis functions, respectively.

Nb Mc

Mp CPU time/min �max

aCD-4 acCD-4 aCD-4 acCD-4 aCD-4 acCD-4

BS1 896 4762 101 026 32 700 265 167 2.3�10−4 2.3�10−4

BS2 1156 6066 36 054 16 858 456 455 7.3�10−4 7.3�10−4
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CAA
a = CAA

a�0� − CAA
b GbaGaa

−1 �9�

CAA
b = �hAA

b − CAA
a�0�Gab��Gbb − GbaGaa

−1Gab�−1, �10�

where

CAA
a�0� = hAA

a Gaa
−1 �11�

is the solution in the absence of auxiliary functions on atom
B. Equations �9� and �10� are valid for any type of auxiliary
basis set and any choice of metric. We note that they repro-
duce the solutions derived by Jung et al.64 for a simple model
system. For large distances, the contaminant CAA

b decays as
r−1 with the Coulomb metric.64 To overcome this long-range
problem, Jung et al.64 investigated the overlap and the at-
tenuated Coulomb metrics. At large distances, these metrics
imply hAA

b →0, Gab→0, and Gba→0 at a rate faster than r−1.
Consequently, in this limit, CAA

b →0 and CAA
a →CAA

a�0�.
An alternative solution is to make the quantity in square

brackets in Eq. �10� vanish. This can be done in a conceptu-
ally simple way: make sure that the auxiliary basis on each
center is sufficient to fit the product densities on the same
center. In this case there will be no need to “borrow” auxil-
iary functions from other centers. Now, consider the absolute
value of an element of the matrix in square brackets,

���A�A�KB� − �
IA

C�A�A

IA�0� �IA�KB��
= ��d�A�A

�KB�� � �d�A�A
�d�A�A

��KB�KB� , �12�

where � �d�A�A
�= � ��A�A�− ��IA

C�A�A

IA�0� � IA�. While standard DF
approximations do not ensure a value for �d�A�A

�d�A�A
� suf-

ficiently close to zero �global minimum�, the CD-based sets
are special in the sense that they define an upper bound to
this quantity. As the CD is performed for each atomic ERI
block, �d�A�A

�d�A�A
���, and hence

���A�A�KB� − �
IA

C�A�A

IA�0� �IA�KB�� � ��KB�KB� . �13�

By decreasing the decomposition threshold, the contaminant
can be made arbitrarily small and the intrinsic part of the
fitting coefficients approaches the value of the isolated atom,
Eq. �11�. For an exact decomposition ��=0�, the contaminant
vanishes regardless of the distance between A and B.

As for CD-based auxiliary basis sets the integral matri-
ces G and h are subsets of the ERI matrix, in the limit of
�→0 discussed above, we can then write

hAA
b � CAA

a�0�GabCb
b + �AA,b. �14�

Moreover, Cb
b=hb

bGbb
−1=GbbGbb

−1= I, the identity matrix, and so
we specialize Eq. �10� to

CAA
b � �AA,b�Gbb − GbaGaa

−1Gab�−1. �15�

Equation �15� relates directly the contaminant component of
CD-based DF coefficients to the corresponding value of the
remainder � of Eq. �5�. In particular, we notice that the ab-
solute value of �AA,b is bound by the decomposition thresh-
old � for any CD-based DF approximation. We should point
out that in deriving Eq. �15� we have assumed that the acCD
basis is a subset of the original AO product densities. It must

be noted, however, that there are some manipulations �shell
completion, fitting to a smaller set of primitives, and fitting
of contractions� that render this assumption not completely
legitimate for aCD and acCD. It is however valid in the �
→0 limit and all our results show trends in perfect agree-
ment with Eq. �15�.

We emphasize that this type of locality achieved not only
in the long-range regime but at any range of distances in-
creases with the accuracy of the CD-based auxiliary basis
set. Figure 3 displays the geometry dependence of the largest
error in the diagonal integrals for DF approximation based
on RI-C �Refs. 31, 76, and 77� and acCD-4. The latter shows
a less pronounced dependence on the geometry of the dimer,
especially in the repulsive region. In any case, the maximum
diagonal error for RI-C is an order of magnitude larger than
for acCD-4, and this happens while the locality of the fitting
coefficient is almost invariably much higher for acCD-4 than
for RI-C. The corresponding error in computing the MP2
correction to the HF energy is also typically smaller for
acCD-4 than for RI-C. The latter has been optimized specifi-
cally to minimize this error and therefore gives a higher ac-
curacy than suggested by the largest error in the diagonal
ERIs. However, we note that the accuracy of RI-C is more
geometry dependent than that of acCD-4 in accordance with
the behavior of the diagonal error statistics.

The largest error in diagonal integrals with different aux-
iliary basis sets is shown for the benzene dimer in Fig. 4. For
RI-C, the largest error occurs for a one-center diagonal, im-
plying a rather large contaminant in the fitting coefficients.
For acCD, on the other hand, the one-center diagonal errors
decrease with the decomposition threshold and therefore the
contaminant approaches zero. The largest errors occur for the
two-center diagonals for acCD and the value is almost inde-
pendent of decomposition threshold as expected.

In Fig. 5, the decay behavior of the fitting coefficients
for aCDs and RI-C is analyzed in more detail for the
benzene-He dimer. The AO basis on He is cc-pVTZ, whereas
cc-pVDZ is used for the benzene molecule. The value of the
largest contaminant fitting coefficient on He atom due to the
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FIG. 3. Benzene dimer: maximum error in the diagonal integrals and error
in the computed MP2 energy correction at various distances �cc-pVDZ basis
set; 1s orbitals on the carbon atoms left uncorrelated�. The values for the
maximum error in the diagonals have been scaled by a factor of 0.1 for a
better visualization of the curves.
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auxiliary basis functions on benzene is shown in Fig. 5 as a
function of the distance between the two subsystems. We
observe the same slow decay of the contaminants with dis-
tance as reported by Jung et al.64 but with the significant

difference that with aCD, one can drastically reduce �at any
distance� the magnitude of the contaminants by lowering the
decomposition threshold. We see for instance that aCD-8
gives already a substantial reduction �about four orders of
magnitude� of the contaminants, as expected from Eq. �15�
and the diagonal statistics of Fig. 4�b�.

We conclude by pointing out that although the data pre-
sented here are limited to a few molecular systems, the re-
sults are general, as the locality of this type of auxiliary basis
sets stems from the way in which they are constructed and
not on the nature of the AO basis set �e.g., if it includes
diffuse functions or high angular moment components�. The
decay behavior of the fitting coefficients may be improved
further by using a short-ranged metric, and it is reasonable to
expect that the CD-based auxiliary basis sets are accurate
also in this case. Finally, we have mentioned that employing
auxiliary basis sets from CDs of the exchange integral matrix
�AB �AB� for each interacting atom pair AB allows DF ap-
proximation to the two-center product densities with full er-
ror control. The contaminants of C�A�B

from a third atom can
be avoided if the threshold for the CD of the �AB �AB� matrix
is sufficiently tight.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The aCD approximation63 to the AO ERIs can be used to
generate auxiliary basis sets for DF approximations. This
family of ab initio auxiliary basis sets is of particular interest
because the accuracy of the subsequent DF approximation is
unbiased toward any quantum chemical method, is nearly
independent of geometry, and the error can be smoothly con-
trolled by varying the decomposition threshold. A drawback
of the aCDs compared to standard auxiliary basis sets is the
large number of primitive functions. We have investigated
here the possibility to reduce this number by exploiting the
linear dependence in an atomic ERI matrix constructed in the
primitive basis. This is a natural extension of the principle
underlying the aCD auxiliary basis sets. Our results indicate
that these new auxiliary basis sets, named acCD, achieve
virtually the same level of accuracy as the corresponding
aCD sets, but require only a fraction of the primitive space
needed by the latter. In general, acCDs should be preferred to
aCDs for standard decomposition thresholds ��10−4�, but
not for very high accuracy, where the reduction in computa-
tional cost is negligible.

The present study has also highlighted a hitherto unex-
plored property of the CD-based auxiliary basis sets. This
concerns the locality of the fitting coefficients obtained in the
subsequent DF approximation, in particular, those coeffi-
cients corresponding to one-center AO product densities. It is
shown that the locality is a result of the nature of the CD-
based auxiliary basis sets and the need for non-Coulomb
metrics is reduced if not entirely removed. The degree of
locality can simply be increased by reducing the decomposi-
tion threshold, thus increasing the completeness of the aux-
iliary basis set. We envisage a great potential for reduced-
scaling DF-based formulation of quantum chemical methods

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. Benzene dimer: maximum error in the �a� diagonal and �b� one-
center diagonal integrals at r=5.0 Å �cc-pVDZ basis set�. The values for
RI-C and acCD-8 in �b� are 9.29�10−3 and 8.69�10−9, respectively. Notice
that for RI-C the values in �a� and �b� coincide.
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FIG. 5. He–C6H6 system: decay of the largest contaminant of the fitting
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cc-pVDZ basis set is used for the atoms of the benzene molecule. Logarith-
mic scale is employed for the vertical axes.
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by exploiting this property. Thus these ab initio DF schemes
may rectify a number of situations where standard auxiliary
basis sets cannot be used in connection with long-ranged
metrics.
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